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The persistent, sustained increase in the sensitivity to 

the psychosis-inducing properties of stimulants 
suggests that chronic consumption of central 

stimulants induces a permanent alteration in the 
functional organization of the central nervous 

system, especially dopaminergic systems. 
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In the primate, these late-stage behaviors include 

hallucinatory-like behaviors, fearful repetitious 

orienting movements and reactive shakes.
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The anergia, including dysphoria, lack of mental 

energy associated with withdrawal from high-dose 

methamphetamine abuse, may wax and wane for months 

after withdrawal. This extended period of 

intermediate- to long-term withdrawal is rarely 

found after cocaine bingeing.  
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The effects of mescaline and LSD were studied in 

schizophrenic patients. Both drugs produced 
physiological changes and mental syptoms were 

markedly aggravated. The changes after LSD were 

less intense and less diffuse than those after i.v. 
mescaline but oomphable to those after oral 

mescaline. Visual hallucinations were less frequent 

after LSD than after mescaline, but the other 
perceptual disturbances occurred with about the 

same frequency. Both drugs magnified the 

schizophrenic structures in schizophrenic patients.
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[25 mg vaporized followed by 15 mg vaporized] "[...] This is a sort 

of slightly speedy tryptamine, slightly LSD-like state with a 

warm MDMA-ish center. [...][15 mg vaporized] "[...] The come up was 

about 2-3 times as slow as the come up on DMT. It was strangely 

reminiscent of something, which I eventually realized was the 

come-down from DMT. This 'I'm not in the crazy fractalizing 

weirdness any more but I still feel pretty damn odd' feeling 

came first, but was almost immediately accompanied by a deeply 

satisfying feeling of body warmth and comfort. [...]
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